Electronic medical records (EMR) have emerged as an important source of data for research in medicine and information technology, as they contain much of valuable human medical knowledge in healthcare and patient treatment. This paper tackles the problem of coreference resolution in Vietnamese EMRs. Unlike in English ones, in Vietnamese clinical texts, verbs are often used to describe disease symptoms. So we first define rules to annotate verbs as mentions and consider coreference between verbs and other noun or adjective mentions possible. Then we propose a support vector machine classifier on bag-of-words vector representation of mentions that takes into account the special characteristics of Vietnamese language to resolve their coreference. The achieved F1 score on our dataset of real Vietnamese EMRs provided by a hospital in Ho Chi Minh city is 91.4%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research work in coreference resolution on Vietnamese clinical texts.
Introduction
Coreference resolution is the task of determining whether two mentions in a document refer to the same real-world entity, i.e. there exists an "identity" relation between them. This is a basic natural language processing (NLP) task that plays an important role in many applications such as question answering, text summarization, and machine translation.
The problem of resolving coreference in texts has received a lot of attention among the NLP community for the last 20 years. In the early days, the focus was primarily put on the general domain of mostly newswire corpora. Firstly approached with hand-crafted methods using discourse theories such as focusing or centering [1, 2] , coreference resolution received the first learning-based treatment by Connolly et al. in 1994 [3] that casted it as a classification problem. Since then, several supervised models have been proposed to resolve coreference in the general domain, namely, the mention-pair model [4] , the entity-mention model [5] , and the ranking model [6] .
Through achievements in the newswire domain, recently this task has been investigated in other domains as well. One of them is the clinical domain, which proved to have critical applications but had been left with little attention [7] . To address this, i2b2 -one of the seven NIH-funded national centers for biomedical computing in USA -organized a shared task in 2011 where various teams joined to resolve coreference in English discharge summaries -a type of electronic medical records (EMR). This challenge was part of a series of effort to automatically extract knowledge from clinical documents and release annotated datasets to the NLP community. Containing vast and valuable medical knowledge, EMRs have significant potential in assisting medical practitioners with treatment and healthcare, such as predicting the possibility of diseases [8, 9] as well as facilitating the study of patients' health. However, in Vietnam, EMRs are still at an early development stage as Vietnamese hospitals have just started to digitize them recently. Therefore to contribute to this development, we propose a method in this paper to resolve coreference among mentions in Vietnamese EMRs. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to explore this NLP problem in Vietnamese clinical documents. By doing this, we aim to provide a groundwork for future solutions and applications, especially when Vietnamese datasets are more mature and accessible.
Similar to the general domain, the goal of a coreference resolution system in the clinical domain is to produce all coreferential chains for a given document, where each chain contains mentions referring to the same entity. For example, in the sentence "Bé ho từ hôm qua, ở nhà bé có uống thuốc nhưng không bớt ho", both underlined mentions "ho" refer to the same symptom "cough", hence they are put in the same chain. Mentions that do not corefer with any others are called singletons. These singletons can be viewed as single-mention chains to evaluate a coreference resolution system. According to our observation, verbs are often used in Vietnamese EMRs to describe abnormal behaviors or actions indicating tests/treatments. As can be seen in the example above, two mentions of the problem "ho" (cough) are used as verbs. Although the original coreference problem and the 2011 i2b2 shared task did not take coreference between verbs, and between a verb and a noun into account, the 2011 CoLNN challenge on unrestricted coreference considered such cases possible [10] . Motivated by this work, we also annotate verbs alongside nouns for coreference resolution in Vietnamese EMRs.
I2b2 defined five different semantic classes to categorize mentions in the clinical domain, namely, Person, Problem, Test, Treatment, and Pronoun. The Person class is used for mentions referring to hospital's staffs or patients and their relatives, whereas the three medical classes Problem, Test and Treatment represent those particular to the clinical domain. A coreferential chain can only belong to one of the first four classes because a pronoun refers to an entity of these classes. In our experiments, we use the same guidelines provided by i2b2 to annotate our dataset but extend it to include verbs as well.
Our method in this paper takes both EMR's texts and all labeled mentions as input, then produces coreferential chains as mentioned above. One thing to note, however, is that as we observed in our dataset, there lacks of Person and Pronoun mentions. For Person, only a small number of mentions are used and they mostly refer to the same patient. Similarly, it is not pronouns but rather hypernyms that are preferably used to refer to previously mentioned entities. Therefore, in this work we only consider coreference resolution among Problem/Test/Treatment mentions.
Related work
In the general domain, some early methods for resolving coreference were heuristic or rule-based.
They required sophisticated knowledge source or relied on computational theories of discourse such as centering or focusing. Since the 1990s, research in coreference has shifted its attention to machine learning approaches with the advents of three important classes of supervised methods, namely, the mention-pair model [4] , the entity-mention model [5] , and the ranking model [6] .
The main idea of the mention-pair model is composed of two distinct steps. The first step is a pairwise classification process, where each pair of mentions is taken to determine its coreferential relation. In this step, simply generating all C 2 n pairs of mentions in the text often leads to too many negative pairs being present, which might introduce bias into the trained classifier. To tackle this issue, some works proposed heuristic methods for reducing the number of negative pairs [11, 12] .
The second step of the mention-pair model involves constructing coreferential chains from the pairwise classification results. There are several methods for this task, including closest-first clustering [11] , best-first clustering [13] , correlation clustering [14] , and graph partitioning algorithm [15] . Although many clustering algorithms have been proposed, only a few works attempted to compare their effectiveness. For example, best-first clustering was reported to have better performance than closest-first clustering in [13] .
The entity-mention model treats coreference resolution as a supervised clustering problem by determining whether a mention belongs to a preceding cluster or not. This involves cluster-level features such as all relevance, most relevance or any relevance between the given mention and a cluster based on a certain aspect. For example, the relevance in terms of gender indicates whether the mention has the same gender as all, most, or any other mentions in the cluster. On the other hand, the ranking approach tries to rank mentions and chooses the best candidate to be an anaphora for an antecedent.
To further improve the performance of these models, especially the mention-pair model, some works explored the topic of features design. The work in [16] stated that lexical features such as string matching, name alias, and apposition contribute the most to the effectiveness of these models. They also proposed some variations of the string matching feature to deal with cases where simple string matching is not sufficient. In that work, the authors treated two mentions as two bags of words and computed their similarity using a metric such as the dot product. In our system, we leverage this bag-of-words model as a way to provide more information about the matching tokens to improve the classifier's performance.
In the clinical domain, i2b2 introduced the 2011 shared task in which various teams competed to resolve coreference in clinical texts. Three classes of methods were used, namely, the rule-based, supervised, and hybrid ones [17, 18] . The system achieving the best result [19] is a supervised one that uses the mention-pair model and a wide range of features, including those from the general domain as well as the different characteristics of mentions in the clinical domain. To prevent class imbalance, the authors simply filtered out the obvious negative pairs where the two mentions belong to two different semantic classes.
Proposed method
Taking the work in [19] as the basic idea, we also apply the mention-pair model to our Vietnamese corpus with the same instance filtering process. The input to our system includes both raw EMR's content and all labeled mentions presented in the text. The overall process consists of the following steps (see Figure 1 ): preprocessing, generating pairs of mentions as classification instances, extracting features from these pairs and feed them to the SVM model to determine whether each pair is coreferential along with its confidence score, and finally producing coreferential chains using the best-first clustering algorithm in [13] that utilizes confidence scores from the previous step. The details of these steps are described in the following sections.
Preprocessing
One of the main differences between English and Vietnamese language lies in the way words are constructed. In English, each lexical token represents a single word in most cases, while in Vietnamese a word can consist of one or multiple tokens. This is because each token in Vietnamese represents a single syllable rather than a word. Therefore in many situations, we need to distinguish between two or more single-syllable words and the multi-syllable one constructed from them [20] . Take two tokens "buồn" and "nôn" for example; when standing alone, these two represent two single-syllable words that have their own meanings ("sad" and "vomit" respectively). However, when combined together, they form a very different word "buồn nôn", which means "nausea".
This characteristic of Vietnamese can affect important features such as string matching, which is the most influential feature in determining coreferential pairs. For example, while two mentions "buồn nôn" and "nôn" have their lexical strings partially matched, they represent two different health problems, which are "nausea" and "vomiting" respectively. For our system to be able to know which tokens should go together and which should stand alone depending on the context, we use the tool named vnTokenizer from [20] to segment words in the input text as well as to separate its sentences. The outcome of this step is that tokens which should be combined to form a multi-syllable word are grouped together using underscores (such as "buồn_nôn"), and each sentence is put on its own line.
Resolving coreference
Generating mention pairs From n mentions in the input text, our system considers all C 2 n possible pairs and determines their coreferential relation. For the obviously negative cases where the two mentions belong to two different semantic classes, our system filters them out beforehand without the need to use the classifier. This step is necessary to avoid class imbalance, which heavily affects the classifier's performance. 
Extracting features for coreferential relations
Each pair of mentions is represented by a feature vector containing useful information for our SVM classifier to determine their coreferential relation. As mentioned in the first section, because our dataset lacks mentions in Person and Pronoun classes, our system only resolves coreference among those from the three medical classes: Problem, Test, and Treatment.
One observation we have in our dataset is that there tends to be simple medical terms and sentence constructions. The majority of cases where two mentions are coreferential are when their lexical strings are fully identical or have some matching tokens. On one hand, when two mentions are written exactly the same, they are very likely to be coreferential, and thus a simple boolean value is sufficient enough to inform our classifier. For this feature (called Full-String-Matching), we compare the lexical strings of two mentions, and set the value of the feature to 1 or 0 depending on whether they are equal to each other or not. For example, the value of Full-String-Matching will be 1 if the pair is ("ho", "ho"), or 0 if the pair is ("nôn", "sốt").
On the other hand, there are many cases such as ("sốt", "sốt cao") where the two mentions are not exactly identical, but they share some keywords indicating their coreferential relation. For this, we need to also extract a feature that compares the two mentions' substrings (called Partial-String-Matching). However, a boolean value is not very usefull in this case because two mentions' lexical strings can overlap at modifiers, prepositions, or syllable tokens, but not the actual words describing the medical problem, test or treatment. In cases of overlapping at syllable tokens, only some of them are solved by the preprocessing step but not all due to the low accuracy of the tool since its primary target is the general domain. Examples of some of these cases are shown in Table 1 .
To tackle the problem of partially matching tokens mentioned above, instead of using boolean value, we adapt the bag-of-words model used in [16] to encode our Partial-String-Matching feature. In [16] , the authors actually measured the similarity between two bag-of-words vectors representing two mentions using a metric such as cosine-similarity. However in our method, we directly use the bag-of-words vector to represent the matching tokens and append it to the mention pair's feature vector. This way, we can provide our classifier the exact tokens the two mentions overlap at. The bag-of-words vector is created using the binary scheme [16] , which assigns weight 1 to a token if it occurs in the matching set, and 0 otherwise. To demonstrate it more clearly, suppose s 1 and s 2 are two sets of tokens taken from mentions m 1 and m 2 respectively. The Along with Full-String-Matching and Partial-String-Matching features, we also use two other common features in the general domain to compute the distance between two mentions of a pair. One is the number of sentences in between (Sentence-Distance), and the other is the number of mentions in between (Mention-Distance). These distance features give our classifier useful hints based on this observation: the further the two mentions are from each other, the less likely they are coreferential. As stated in [19] , besides lexical features, some other semantic clues in the text can also affect the coreferential relationship between two mentions even when their lexical strings are fully identical. For instance, different locations where the same medical problem appears, different times when the same test is conducted, or different ways of consuming the same drug. In Vietnamese EMRs, however, there seems to have little of such contextual information since most of the text is preferably organized by listing rather than narration. Therefore, we do not extract those semantic features. Still, our system achieves high performance by using only string matching and distance features as shown later in the Evaluation section. Table 2 summarizes all four features used in our system.
Constructing coreferential chains
In this step, our system takes the coreferential confidence scores of all mention pairs generated from the SVM classifier to make decision on how to form coreferential chains. We use the best-first clustering algorithm [13] for this step, in which for each mention, our system finds the best candidate such that this pair is coreferential and achieves the highest confidence score. Finally, the output coreferential chains are the results of chaining those pairs that have one mention in common.
Evaluation

Annotation guidelines
As part of the raw clinical corpora, i2b2 also released guidelines assisting their annotators in marking the ground truths of interest in the corresponding tasks, such as mentions or coreferential chains. Since most of the works in English coreference define the problem for noun phrases only, i2b2's guidelines also comply with this rule but extend it to include adjective phrases describing medical problems as well. As we observe in Vietnamese EMRs, verbs are often used to describe patient's medical problems (especially symptoms) or actions taken to treat patients. However, the i2b2's guidelines do not cover such cases in details but only state some specific examples involving verbs that should not Table 3 . Examples of verbs that should and should not be annotated
Should
Should not "Cháu bị bệnh hai ngày nay. Ở nhà cháu ho, sốt". Verbs that describe abnormal behaviors, such as "ho" (to cough) and "sốt" (to have a fever).
"Kích cỡ của khối u :::: tăng ::: lên". Verbs that indicate the outcome of an event. In this case, the verb "tăng lên" indicates that a tumor ("khối u" in the example) has grown in size.
"Bệnh nhân được mổ ruột thừa". Verbs that indicate actions performed to treat a patient. In this case "mổ ruột thừa" means to operate a surgery that removes the patient's appendicitis.
"Bệnh nhân được cho :::: uống thuốc hạ sốt". Verbs that indicate the application of a treatment and that treatment is present in the sentence. In this case, the verb "uống" indicates the oral use of antipyretic ("thuốc hạ sốt").
"Bệnh nhân được ::
đo huyết áp". Verbs that indicate the application of a test and that test is present in the sentence. In this case, "đo" means to measure a patient's blood pressure ("huyết áp").
be annotated.
In 2011, the CoNLL challenge was organized to resolve unrestricted coreference that takes verbs into account and considers coreference related to verbs possible [10] . Take the text "Sales of passenger cars grew 22%. The strong growth followed year-to-year increases" from [10] for example; both underlined mentions refer to the same event and should be included in the system's output. Motivated by this work, we have extended the current i2b2's guidelines to include verbs where they, by themselves, describe abnormal behaviors related to medical problems or actions performed to treat patients. In cases where the name of a treatment or test is present and the verb is only used to describe their applications, it is not annotated as we adhere to the i2b2's guidelines. Examples of our extended rules for verbs are shown in Table 3 .
Dataset and experimental settings
Our dataset is provided by a hospital in Ho Chi Minh city, whose name is confidential for data privacy, and consists of 687 raw text documents. To provide our system true labels for training and testing, we manually annotate mentions and coreferential chains from the dataset using the extended rules discussed above. Table 4 shows the statistics after we annotated the dataset.
We evaluate our system using 5-fold cross validation on the entire dataset. We use LibSVM [21] to train and test our SVM models, which are configured with the Radial Basic Function (RBF) kernel. As recommended by LibSVM's developers, the trade-off parameter C and the kernel parameter γ are chosen by performing a grid search on C ∈ {2 −5 , 2 −3 , . . . , 2 15 } and γ ∈ {2 −15 , 2 −13 , . . . , 2 3 }.
Evaluation metrics
Similar to those in the 2012 i2b2 Challenge, our system is evaluated using three evaluation metrics, namely, MUC, B-CUBED, and CEAF. Each metric computes the precision and recall for each document. The unweighted average on a set of n documents is then computed to get the overall performance. Every F1 score is computed from the corresponding average precision and recall. Before we go into details, the followings are some terminologies used through out all of the three metrics: key refers to the set of manually annotated coreferential chains (the ground truth), denoted by G.
response refers to the set of coreferential chains produced by a system, denoted by S .
MUC metric
This metric considers each coreferential chain as a list of links between pairs of mentions and evaluates a system based on the least number of incorrect links needed to be removed and missing links needed to be added to create a correct chain. These incorrect links and missing links can be considered as precision errors and recall errors respectively. From [22] , we use the following formulas to compute the precision and recall for each document d:
) g∈G (|g| − 1) where m(s, G) is calculated as the number of chains in G intersecting s plus the number of mentions in s not contained in any chain in G.
B-CUBED metric
The B-CUBED metric (or B 3 ) evaluates a system by giving a score to each mention in a document rather than relying on the links in coreferential chains [23] . According to the authors, this metric addresses the two following weaknesses in the MUC scorer:
1. It does not take into account singletons, because there are no links in such mentions.
2. All kinds of errors take the same level of punishment, although some cause more performance loss than the others.
From [23] , we use the following formulas to compute the precision and recall for each mention:
where s m and g m respectively are the response chain and key chain that contain mention m. The precision and recall for the whole document are then computed as follows:
CEAF metric
This metric is proposed as another method to overcome the above shortcomings of the MUC metric, where the precision and recall are derived from the optimal alignment between the response chains S and the key chains G. According to [24] , an alignment between S and G (|S | ≤ |G|) is defined as H = {(s, h(s)) | s ∈ S }, where h : S → G is injective (when |S | > |G|, the roles of S and G are reversed), which means:
1. ∀s ∈ S , ∀s ∈ S : s s ⇔ h(s) h(s )
|H| = |S |
The similarity score of H, denoted by Φ(H), is the sum of all the similarity scores between s and h(s) in H, denoted by φ(s, h(s)):
The goal of this metric is to calculate the optimal alignment H * in which Φ(H * ) is maximized. The result is then used to compute the precision and recall:
There are four ways to compute the similarity score between two coreferential chains proposed by [24] . We use φ 4 as recommended by i2b2:
Results and discussion
In this section, we show the experimental results of our system and compare the two variants of the Partial-String-Matching features, where one is implemented using boolean values and the other using bag-of-words vectors (named Part-Bool and Part-BOW respectively). The Part-BOW system achieves 91.9% in precision, 90.9% in recall and 91.4% in F1 (see Table 5 ). Compared to Part-Bool (Table 6 ), the F1 score is improved by an amount of 12.7%, which shows the effectiveness of the bag-of-words model. These results prove that coreference in Vietnamese EMRs largely depends on lexical characteristics. Due to the syllabic nature of how Vietnamese words are constructed, a simple boolean value indicating whether two mentions have any similarity in their lexical strings is not sufficient. Knowing the exact tokens two mentions overlap at by the use of bag-of-words vectors, a classifier can be trained to distinguish most of the cases where these matching tokens do not suggest coreferential relationship.
Regarding the results of each class, in our best system (Part-BOW), the Problem class has the highest F1 score of 93.5%, Test achieves 92.7%, and Treatments 84.2%, which is the lowest. This shows that bag-of-words highly improves coreference performance among Problem mentions (an increase of 11.9% from the boolean variant), where there are usually long phrases consisting of multiple words and syllables. As for the lowest F1 of the Treatment class, there are cases where hypernyms are used to refer to the previously mentioned treatments. In English, when a hypernym is used for such purpose, it often comes after a definite article "the", giving a hint that it actually refers to a previous mention. While there is no definite article in Vietnamese, there are words such as "này", "đó" used for such purpose but they are not strictly enforced.
For example, consider the text "Sau điều trị bệnh nhân khỏi, cho xuất viện." from our dataset; the underlined mention "điều trị" means "general treatment". When used in such a context, it implies one or many specific treatments previously mentioned in the document. In the case where it refers to two or more treatments, the coreference is of the type Set/Subset and is excluded from i2b2's definition. In the other case where it refers to only one treatment, the coreference is of the type Identity and should be resolved. As can be seen in the example, there are no words such as "này" or "đó" used. This poses a problem to be solved in future works.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a system to resolve coreference in Vietnamese electronic medical records. Our contributions are threefold. First, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to explore this NLP problem on Vietnamese EMRs. Second, we discover and define rules to annotate verbs in a Vietnamese clinical corpus as their use is preferred to describe symptoms. Finally, our work shows that lexical similarity plays an important role in determining coreferential relationship among mentions in Vietnamese EMRs. By using bag-of-words vectors to encode the matching tokens, our system achieves an F1 score of 91.4%. These could provide a basis for further NLP research on Vietnamese EMRs when clinical texts from hospitals in Vietnam are more available.
Despite having a high performance, there remains some unsolved cases. These include but not limited to detecting synonyms, hypernyms, and extracting contextual clues to distinguish non-corefential mentions when their lexical strings are the same. We suggest them for future works.
